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ABSTRACT 

Project CultureShock is a convenient, accessible, and specific resource package which           

aims to educate Hwa Chong students planning on going on immersion trips about the              

relevant customs and traditions of the various destinations. The immersion trips that our             

project covers are those provided by Hwa Chong for their students and their students              

only. Project CultureShock covers the Korea, Japan, Wuxi, Beijing, Shunde and Xi’an            

immersion programmes. Our resource package consists of videos, detailed descriptions          

and facts about various landmarks, cuisine and etiquette of the respective countries,            

quizzes to affirm and serve as a recap for students’ knowledge, a social media page for                

our infographics, and lastly a website to encapsulate all our resources. 

 

1 INTRODUCTION          | 

 

1.1 Rationale 

Many students in Hwa Chong were going on school based immersion programmes, but             

they had little or no cultural awareness concerning the countries they were visiting.             

Furthermore, many students felt that the time allocated to enjoying and appreciating the             

countries’ landmarks, culture and food was insufficient during these immersion          

programmes. Through having adequate knowledge about these countries, they would          

have gained a deeper understanding of the landmarks, food, culture and etiquette of the              

country they were visiting. Thus, Project CultureShock provides a means to empower            

students to make the most out of their trip, preparing themselves adequately for the trip               

and gaining newfound appreciation of the country they are visiting while having greater             

takeaways and a better experience. 
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1.2 Objectives   

Project CultureShock has the following objectives: 

● To enable students to gain a better understanding of the customs, norms and 

culture of the country 

● To enable students to interact efficaciously and appropriately with the locals  

● To help students to learn relevant knowledge about local landmarks and heritage 

● Allow students to create a more wholesome experience for themselves 

 

1.3 Target Audience   

The target audience of our project were students from Hwa Chong Institution who are 

interested in going on a school based immersion programme or had already received 

confirmation on their registration for these immersion programmes. 

 

1.4 Resources   

Project Culture Shock has: 

● 5 full videos for each city/country to introduce each area’s food and landmarks  

● 11 location-specific quizzes to increase participants’ retention of knowledge 

● 87 pieces of information about the different landmarks, food, etiquette, and 

festivals of the different countries with accompanying graphics 

● 25 posters created and uploaded on our Instagram page, which has amassed 

over 600 followers 

● 1 website to consolidate our resources and make them more accessible 
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2 REVIEW & COMPARISON          | 

While there were other existing resources and travel guides available online to teach             

people information about the countries they would be visiting, there were several            

reasons why our resource was more relevant than those that we had reviewed. 

1. Online travel guides (Lonely Planet & Trip Advisor) Although it provides general            

information about the various areas that students may be visiting, it may not             

contain relevant information whereas our resource acts as an accessible          

platform to learn more relevant information about each specific immersion          

programme. 

2. For some of these locations, there is hardly any footage and information of             

quality of them out there on the Internet. Even if there were some, they were               

typically of low-quality or were over-the-top in detailing each individual location.           

Thus, our resource is essential in giving the students a more convenient and             

easy-to-use experience. Hence our resource package is able to cater to most            

students’ preferences and improve their overall learning. 
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3 METHODOLOGY          | 

Step 1: Brainstorming 

We posed questions such as: 

● What content does our resource require? 

● What resources will be useful? 

● Identifying immersion programmes 

● Will these resources benefit the student population? 

Step 2: Research 

● Interviews with students who have been on these immersions 

● Conducting surveys 

● Referral to itineraries 

● Literature review 

Step 3: Developing the Resource 

● Forming a list of applicable resources 

● Website, Posters, Videos, Quizzes 

● Conducted two pilot tests 

 

3.1 Needs Analysis 

We decided to use a decision-making matrix; considering factors such as clarity,            

popularity and outreach. We also conducted a survey with Hwa Chong students who             

are going on immersion programmes to learn more about the mindsets and thinking of              

students in Hwa Chong to better suit their requirements and create a better resource              

package. 
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We also conducted interviews with students that have been on the various immersion             

programmes to collect relevant information on the immersion programmes, and better           

cater our resource for the students by providing information that the programme might             

have overlooked. 
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3.2 Literature Review 

This study under the ‘International Journal of Intercultural Relations’ asserts that           

students who receive a culture shock when exposed to new cultures and unfamiliarity             

are unable to adapt psychologically and immerse themselves in the culture. They find it              

difficult to form new experiences and memories and take longer to integrate into the              

lives of the locals. Thus, this shows that students do not have sufficient prerequisite              

information about the culture, heritage, and history of the country they’re visiting and will              

thus receive a culture shock when they go there, leading them to be unable to               

appreciate and get accustomed to the local heritage and culture. This in turn affects              

their overall experience on this immersion programme and this is something that needs             

to be addressed. Hence, our resource is useful in alleviating the unhealthy phenomenon             

that culture shock is.  
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3.3 Development of Resources   

Firstly, we collected the itinerary for every immersion programme that we will be working              

on. This allowed us to tailor our resources to the different aspects of the programmes               

(landmarks, culture etiquette and food)  

 

Posters 

We created various posters from scratch using Canva, providing information and fun            

facts about the countries’ key landmarks, food and etiquette. These posters were            

posted on our Instagram page, which allowed for greater outreach and another avenue             

to view our resources 

 

Videos 

We took snippets of online footage and rearranged and modified it by adding our              

research, information and music, ensuring that we did not infringe on any copyright laws              

and practised fair use in the process. 

 

Quizzes 

We made our own original quizzes using Google forms, making it fun and interactive by               

adding photos and funny elements to lighten the mood. This helps better students better              

retain information and apply it during the immersion trip. 

 

Website 

We made a website using Google Sites containing detailed, relevant information for            

every immersion programmes. Our quizzes and videos are also in the website, allowing             

students to easily access our complete resource package. We added photos and            

transitions to make the website more aesthetically pleasing. 
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3.4 Pilot Test   

Pilot Test 1 

Before Midterms, we gathered our target audience, several students that were planning            

to go on immersion programmes, and got them to go to our website and watch our                

videos for the country they will be visiting, along with attempting the accompanying             

post-survey. This survey was also sent out to many of our project’s followers who were               

planning to go on immersion programmes in the near future. Here are our results: 
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Some feedback from the students who participated in our pilot test: 
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Pilot Test 2  

We sent out an iEMB message including our resource package and a post survey to               

collect feedback on the usefulness and relevance of our project. The message was sent              

out to the students going on the immersion programmes at the end of 2019 (our target                

audience). Our resource and survey was also reviewed by the teacher in charge of              

immersions (Dr Ang), who mentioned that it covered ‘all essential points’. 
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4 OUTCOME AND DISCUSSION          | 

In the end, we were able to develop a resource package that achieved our goal - to                 

empower students to make the most out of their immersion programme armed with             

relevant knowledge and etiquette. Immersion is an integral part of Hwa Chong’s upper             

secondary life and we are certain our resource package would improve the experience             

of our fellow schoolmates who are venturing into the unknown. Therefore, our project             

holds significance and is relevant towards a sizable portion of the school community.  

 

5 CONCLUSION          | 

In conclusion, Project CultureShock was quite an elaborate and challenging project, and            

along the course of undertaking it, we had learnt many important skills and values. The               

project as a whole was relatively time-intensive, with large amounts of time required to              

research upon each of the different immersion programmes and countries, before           

creating the countless resources and conducting interviews and pilot tests. We have            

learnt how to manage our time well and find time to contribute, even in very busy                

periods amidst examinations and commitments. We have also learnt the value of            

perseverance and persistence; though things may seem tough, we were able to work             

together as a team to overcome these challenges and reach greater heights. 
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5. Kaze no Tani no Naushika (Piano Ver) - Nausicaa ost [Video file]. (n.d.). 

Retrieved from https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9Nl0UONupYw 

6. Kamakura Daibutsu-Time Lapse Video [Video file]. (n.d.). Retrieved from 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QepkjCgkkSM 

7. VISITNG THE BIG BUDDHA, KOTOKU-IN. (JAPAN) [Video file]. (n.d.). 

Retrieved from https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U490_9GLfUI 

8. Hachimangu Shrine - Kamakura, Japan ● 鶴岡八幡宮 鎌倉 [Video file]. (n.d.). 

Retrieved from https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L3uc2DnO9cc 
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Video Files (Beijing) 

1. [Sony a6500] 圆明园的一天 - A day at the old summer palace [Video file]. (n.d.). 

Retrieved from https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O9RXQR35DhY 

2. Summer Palace, an Imperial Garden in Beijing, China 4K [Video file]. (n.d.). 

Retrieved from https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FpgP3zb7hpg 

3. Beijing Drone Video Tour | Expedia [Video File]. (n.d.). Retrieved from 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=umRTGSYTiYk 

4. Forbidden City, Beijing, China in 4K (Ultra HD) [Video File]. (n.d.). Retrieved from 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R9vcSWb6mug 

5. Wangfujing Shopping District in Beijing | China | 王府井 [Video File]. (n.d.). 

Retrieved from https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GliRHtVyn74 

6. 4K Drone Footage GREAT WALL OF CHINA in Mutianyu [DJI Phantom 4] [Video 

File]. (n.d.). Retrieved from https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o162HmOM5eo 

7. The Ultimate Guide to Making Crispy, Amber-Hued Peking Duck at Home [Video 

File]. (n.d.). Retrieved from https://www.youtube.com/wathc?v=gqXjCFNX6HQ 

8. Zha Jiang Noodles, Old Beijing-style (老北京炸酱面) [Video File]. (n.d.). 

Retrieved from https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dUNDlW3W0l8 

9. Peking Sauce Pork - How to Make Jing Jiang Rou Si (京酱肉丝) [Video File]. 

(n.d.). Retrieved from https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=57_RGUdgKf8 

10.徐梦圆 - China-X ♪ [Audio File]. (n.d.). Retrieved from 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A3RC0ta_OBw 
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Video Files (Wuxi) 

1. Ding, G. (2017, September 29). Retrieved August 05, 2019, from 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ie6tken0dVk 

2. China, D. (2018, April 10). Retrieved August 05, 2019, from 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WoLOXpbhMT0 

3. Digitaltour. (2017, August 11). Retrieved August 05, 2019, from 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ULz9wkhR3XM 

4. Bridge, C. (2017, November 26). Retrieved August 05, 2019, from 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nIimBCL0pGM 

5. Lee, C. (2018, April 09). Retrieved August 05, 2019, from 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UaLFLGkxchg 

6. To, A. (2018, April 11). Retrieved August 05, 2019, from 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Js64LPVrtwE 

7. Digitaltour. (2019, March 01). Retrieved August 05, 2019, from 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mywxsuWvwI0 
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